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In troduc t ion

Embracing  Social  Just ice  Teachings  w i th  Kids

"Wha t  I  Wan t  to  Talk  About"(Ac t iv i ty )

Pursu ing  Just ice  Text  S tudy

Wha t  Does  i t  Mean? (Ac t iv i ty )

Who  Am  I? (Ac t iv i ty )  

Suggested  Reading  List  for  Discuss ions  by  Age  

Jew ish  Values  (Middo t )  

Moznay  Tzedek  Text  S tudy

Middle  School  & Teen  Learning

Just ice ,  Just ice ,  Shal l  You  Make  (Ac t iv i ty )  

FAMILY LEARNING GUIDE 
HIGH HOLY DAYS 5781

Getting Started (Part one ) :

Pursuing Tzedek, Tzedek (Part Two ) :  

resources (Part three )  



WHO AM I?
Use the space below to draw a self-portrait. On the left side, draw how you look
on the outside. On the right side, draw things that you cannot see by looking in a

mirror. What life experiences make up your identity and inform who you are?
Draw some things that make you, you. Color your creation when you're done!

Materials: Pencil, Paper, Crayons



BOOKLIST 
BY AGE
GROUP

The book info for purchasing are in the
resource section. While the books have been
paired with age groups, your family can pick
and choose from the following list. Pair the
book(s) with one or more of the following
middot (values) & mitzvot. 

Grade: Kindergaten & 1st
"Black is a Rainbow Color"

What does the author mean when she
says "Black is a color. Black is a culture?" 
In the end the little girl says "Black is a
rainbow, too." Does she mean the kind of
rainbow in the sky? If not, what type of
rainbow does she mean? Where can we
find this rainbow? 

Preschoolers are concrete thinkers you will
need to encourage multidimensional
thinking about "black." Help kids value the
power of this color and culture.

General Talking Tips: 

If your child says something
racially judgmental ask them
sincerely: what makes you think
that? Their reply might provide
more insight and allow you to
combat any generalizations. Help
them build empathy. 
What do you think the world would
be like if everyone was the same?
Many of these books mention
being an ally. Why is being an ally
important? Is there something
"Jewish" in placing a value on
being in solidarity with others? 

Grade: 2nd & 3rd  
"Something Happened in Our
Town"

Has anyone in your class ever been
teased about being different? How did
people respond?
Who are the people in your life who help
you feel safe?
How do you think you would feel if you
were a different race and read this book?  
How like Josh and Emma can we work
towards creating "better patterns" in our
community? 

Middle School  & Teens

Included in this packet is an excerpt from
Rabbi Brous' article about defunding the
police. Discuss as a family. Below are some
additional links for older learners. 

blacklivesmatteratschool.com
NEA Call to End School-to-Prison 
 Pipeline
Rethinking Schools: "A Policeman's
Duty?"
The New Yorker: "We Should Still Defund
the Police"

Grade: 4th & 5th 
"We Are The Change"
(Excerpt)

Lisa Congdon reminds us that
Frederick Douglass endured much
and still fought for change. Do you
agree with Douglass? Does all change
include struggle? 
Can Senator John Lewis's legacy
inspire us? How are you responding
to these times? What does "good
trouble" look like to you?

Please note many of these books had notes to caregivers and
extensive discussion questions provided by the authors. Some of
the questions listed above came from these resources. 

Age: 0+ 
"Peaceful Fights for Equal
Rights"

Why is it important not to give up? 
We are told to "Listen. Learn. Lead."
Why are these steps important?
Has your family done any of the things
listed in this book? 
What are some "peaceful" protest ideas
listed in this book your family wants to
commit to doing in 5781?

https://www.blacklivesmatteratschool.com/
http://neatoday.org/2015/01/05/school-prison-pipeline-time-shut/
http://neatoday.org/2015/01/05/school-prison-pipeline-time-shut/
http://neatoday.org/2015/01/05/school-prison-pipeline-time-shut/
https://rethinkingschools.org/articles/a-policemans-duty/
https://www.newyorker.com/news/our-columnists/defund-the-police?source=search_google_dsa_paid&gclid=CjwKCAjwnK36BRBVEiwAsMT8WOQRiA8x3yNIewJvgppY1DLYgIC8uTN0aHnBq3f6jvQWwqzeufKQ2BoCf4sQAvD_BwE


JEWISH 
VALUES
MIDDOT 

How do these Jewish values
and mitzvot  inform the

secular readings, our
discussions, and activities in

this packet? 

Din V'Rachamin: 
Justice & Mercy

The Torah teaches us to be strict
about  justice and punish
wrongdoing. It also teaches us to
have mercy - which means to show
forgiveness. Balancing these two
things is sometimes tricky.

When is the right time to be strict
and when is the right time to be
merciful? How do you decide?  

In addition to discussion
there are other ways to
explore the concepts on
this page. Draw a
picture, write a poem,
create a skit. 

Teshuvah:
Repentance
Around the High Holy Days, we think
about our behavior and how we want
to be different in the future. That is
called "doing teshuvah." Teshuvah
isn't just for individuals -  groups and
even countries need to do teshuvah
when they have been wrong. What
do you think you need to do teshuvah
for this year? What does our country
need to do teshuvah for?

B'tzelem Elohim:
In God's Image

The story of Creation in the Book of
Genesis tells us that we are made "in
the image of God." The Rabbis teach
that means that everyone has infinite
value - NO EXCEPTIONS!

If we truly treated everyone as made
"in the image of God" how should we
behave toward others? Do we often
act this way? Why or why not?

'lo Titein Mikhshol :
Not Placing a Stumbling Block

We are not supposed to set someone
up to fail. An example of this forbidden
behavior is placing a stone in front of
someone who is blind, to make them
trip. The Rabbis expand this warning and
give many examples of ways that we
cause other people to get into trouble.
How is implicit bias a personal stumbling
block we each can work to overcome?



WHAT DOES THE TORAH MEAN WHEN IT SAYS "HAVE HONEST WEIGHTS AND MEASURES?" WHY IS
THIS LAW (MITZVAH) IMPORTANT? 
IN BOTH LEVITICUS 19:35-36 AND IN THE MIDRASH THIS MIZVAH IS CONNECTED TO THE EXDOUS
AND BEING FREED FROM SLAVERY. WHAT DOES HONORING MOZNAY TZEDEK (HONEST WEIGHTS &
MEASURES) HAVE TO DO WITH SLAVERY AND FREEDOM? 
SYSTEMATIC RACISM IN THE UNITED STATES IS ABOUT SYSTEMS THAT ARE WEIGHTED AGAINST
PEOPLE OF COLOR. WHAT DOES THIS LAW TEACH US ABOUT THOSE SYSTEMS?
HOW CAN WE CALL ATTENTION TO THE PARTS OF OUR SOCIETY THAT DO NOT TREAT EVERYONE
FAIRLY? (CAN YOU GIVE EXAMPLES OF SYSTEMS OR ORGANIZATIONS THAT ARE WEIGHTED
AGAINST BIPOC PEOPLE?) 
WHAT IS THE JEWISH OBLIGATION TO FIGHT SYSTEMATIC RACISM? 
MIGHT JEWS OF COLOR (JOC) RESPOND TO THE MITZVAH OF MOZNAY TZEDEK AS IT RELATES TO
SYSTEMATIC RACISM DIFFERENTLY THAN WHITE ASHKENAZI JEWS? 
IF YOU OR YOUR FAMILY IS WHITE, HOW CAN WHITE JEWS LEARN FROM OUR JOC FAMILY AND
FRIENDS? HOW DO WE AMPLIFY JOC VOICES AS WE WORK TO DISMANTLE RACIST SYSTEMS?
WHAT MIGHT A WORLD THAT IS HONEST ABOUT "WEIGHTS AND MEASUREMENTS" LOOK LIKE FOR
ALL PEOPLE?

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS: 

Below text exploring the mitvah (law or commandment) about

mozany tzedek or honest weights and measures. Feel free to adjust

the concepts to make them age appropriate and accessible to all

learners in your home. Suggested discussion questions are listed

below. Feel free to improvise. 

Moznay
Tzedek
Text Study 

"You shall not do evil in judgment, using dishonest
measurements of length, weight, or volume. You shall
have honest scales, honest weights... I am Adonai
your God, Who brought you out of the land of Egypt." 
(Leviticus 19:35-36) 

"The first question you'll be asked in Heaven is: Have
you been honorable in the way you conducted your
business dealings?"  (Talmud, Shabbat 31a) 

"The Jewish passion for social justice is
perhaps best expressed in the complex of

traditional teachings that touch on the
marketplace. The relationship between the buyer
and seller and between worker and employer are

subject's of Judaism's extraordinary moral
concern." 

(Rabbi Mark Washofsky, Professor of Jewish Law at
Hebrew Union College) 

"Whoever acknowledges the mitzvah OF

Honest measures acknowledges the

exodus from egypt; whoever denies the

mitzvah, denies the exodus from egypt."
 

(Midrashic commentary, sifra ON Leviticus)



DISCUSSION QUESTIONS BELOW:

Middle School + Teen
Learning
Excerpt

I participated in a National Town Hall on Policing

and Law Enforcement led by my friend Lisa

Sharon Harper. Rev. Jim Wallis, who sat on my

panel, shared a simple story. When he was a child,

a Black friend shared his mother’s instruction that 

                                                        Wallis was

stunned—his white mother had given him

exactly the opposite message: if you ever get

lost, look for a police officer, someone you

know you can trust. The last few weeks have

made it impossible to hide from the truth that

Black and white people have fundamentally

different experiences with law enforcement 

"Why I Have Come to Support

Defunding the Police" 
Rabbi Sharon Brous

June 12, 2020

if he ever got lost and he saw a

police officer approaching, he must

hide until the officer passes, and

then ask someone for help. 

in this country. The sense of relief I have felt in

vulnerable moments when I see an officer nearby is

antithetical to the experience too many Black

Americans have when interacting with police.The

question is: what will we do with this revelation? We

can chant that Black Lives Matter until we’re

hoarse. But if we fail to support implementation of

the policies that the Black community is

overwhelmingly calling for, 

if we sidestep the reality that

too often our systems of

policing endanger lives

rather than keep communities

safe, what kind of allies are we

in the struggle for justice? 

RABBI BROUS'S ARTICLE IS ABOUT HER SUPPORT OF A SOCIAL MOVEMENT TO CHANGE THE WAY POLICING IS

DONE CALLED #DEFUNDTHEPOLICE. WHAT DO YOU KNOW ABOUT THIS MOVEMENT? WHAT QUESTIONS DO YOU

HAVE ABOUT IT? 

JUDAISM TEACHES THE MITZVAH OF REDEEMING THE CAPTIVE (PIDYON SHEVUYIM). TRADITIONALLY THIS

MITZVAH WAS ABOUT HELPING JEWS WHO WERE SOLD INTO SLAVERY OR HELD HOSTAGE. HOWEVER, THIS

CONCEPT COULD BE EXTENDED TO ANYONE WHO IS IMPRISONED UNJUSTLY. HOW IS RETHINKING OUR

COUNTRY'S RELATIONSHIP WITH LAW ENFORCEMENT AND THE PRISON SYSTEM LINKED WITH THE VALUE OF

PIDYON SHEVUYIM? 

RABBI BROUS POINTS OUT SYSTEMATIC RACISM WHEN SHE SHARES THE STORY THAT REVEREND JIM WALLIS

SHARED OF A BLACK FRIEND. AS A CHILD WHAT WERE YOU TOLD ABOUT HOW TO INTERACT WITH A POLICE

OFFICER? HAS THAT CHANGED OVER TIME?

RABBI BROUS SAYS THAT HER IDEAS ABOUT THIS SUBJECT HAVE CHANGED OVER TIME. WHEN HAVE YOU

CHANGED YOUR MIND ABOUT AN ISSUE IN SOCIETY? WHAT LED TO THAT CHANGE? WAS IT HARD TO

OVERCOME YOUR PAST WAY OF THINKING?



OVERVIEW:

Justice,
Justice Shall
you Make
Activist Door & Yard Signs!

Learning and discussing is an important part of justice work. There are
lots of ways to motivate others to pursue justice. One way to take
action is by making or posting signs in your yard. These messages can
be about resistance, being allies, or support of a campaign. Use your
voice and creative side to make justice visible in your neighborhood. 

This craft is inspired by our reading, "Black is a Rainbow Color."  For a Jewish connection to the main symbol of the
book, talk about the rainbow as a biblical message of hope (Noah's Ark). Rainbows could also help reinforce some of
our middot including b'tzelem Elohim (in God's image) or din v'rachamim (Justice & Mercy). Rainbows are also a
symbol of the LGBTQ+ community. Your family might connect to one or more of these reasons for making a rainbow.  

AGES 2+ - DIVERSE RAINBOW DOOR SIGN



Take the five diverse hands included in your High Holy Day package from IKAR.  You can decide as a family if you want to
use all five and if/how your kid(s) want to decorate the hands. 
Take your paper plate and cut out the inner area leaving only the outer ring. If you are using a poster board and/or large
sheet of cardstock you will need to trace two circles - an inner and outer one - using a bowl or any round object.
Let your kid(s) use markers or crayons to make a rainbow along 2/3rds of the paper ring. (See Picture) 
You or your child can use a black crayon or marker to add definition to the rainbow. Or make a People's Rainbow
featuring diverse skin tones to fill in the arch instead of the traditional colors. This step is in response to the narrator in
"Black is a Rainbow Color." We see black as a valued color and part of our rainbows. 
When the rainbow is completed have your child or children attach the hands to the bottom half of the paper ring. They
can use tape, glue, glue dot, or even hot glue to adhere the hands. 
Using the text offered in the packet, or any of the justice quote meaningful to your family, add it to your door sign. In our
demos we quoted the prophet Amos 5:24- Let Justice roll on like a river, let righteousness flow like a mighty stream. On
the People's Rainbow we placed the words b'tzelem Elohim.
To complete this project you can tape twine or string on the back of the paper ring, so you can hang it on your door or
tape it to a window. 

Instructions:

 Five diverse hands included in your High Holy Day package from IKAR
 Paper plate (or a large sheet of poster board or cardstock)
Markers or crayons
Scissors
Glue or tape
Optional - Twine or String and an extra sheet of paper for the quote

Materials:

ALTERNATE DESIGN IDEAS & TIPS

Justice, Justice 
Shall you Make
Activist Door & Yard Signs!

If you or your family

wants to be extra

creative try another

shape Instead of a circle.

This one is inspired by a

triangle. What other

shapes would be

interesting? Can you

make a star of David or a

heart?  

DIVERSE RAINBOW DOOR SIGN - INSTRUCTIONS CONTINUED

Art teachers sometimes

discourage kids from mixing

together many colors to

avoid making brown or black.

We Ought to change how we

talk about color. 

Teach kids that black and

brown are beautiful colors

to make art with - and they

will learn they are also

beautiful colors to be. 



INSTRUCTIONS:

Justice,
Justice Shall
you Make

Learning and discussing is an important part of justice work.
There are lots of ways to motivate others to pursue justice. One
way to take action is by making or posting signs in your yard.
These messages can be about resistance, being allies, or support
of a campaign. Use your voice and creative side to make justice
visible in your neighborhood. 

Your family can use one of the hands from your IKAR kit to trace more hands on papers with patterns or images from magazines. Layer the
hands along the base and attach them. Make it more interesting by  making mini-protest signs using toothpicks or foraged twigs and card
stock. Discuss additional messages for your mini-protest signs. The protest signs can be interspersed into your design. Follow the rainbow
hanging instructions given above.

ALTERNATE DOOR SIGN 



INSTRUCTIONS:

Justice,
Justice Shall
you Make

Learning and discussing is an important part of justice work.
There are lots of ways to motivate others to pursue justice. One
way to take action is by making or posting signs in your yard.
These messages can be about resistance, being allies, or support
of a campaign. Use your voice and creative side to make justice
visible in your neighborhood. 

Similar to the previous instructions use one from the IKAR package and trace the shape on additional papers. Layer the hands along the
base of a piece of poster board or thick paper. Attach the hands to your base. Discuss additional messages for your mini-protest signs and
if you want to include a main quote. The protest signs can be interspersed into your design. Place your completed sign in your yard.

YARD SIGN



INSTRUCTIONS:

Justice,
Justice Shall
you Make

SPRAY CHALK: Just shake the can and spray. Spray Chalk instantly
turns to powder as it comes out of the can creating cool
sidewalk chalk looks with a spray can effect. It is washable. 

Learn more about Testor or Montana Spray Chalk brands. You
can buy online and have this supply delivered to your home.  

Create a DIY stencil using one hand from the IKAR package and trace the shape on cardboard. Decide if you are writing a social justice
message. Be careful when using exacto knifes and always cut away from your body. Keep in mind letters that have internal spaces like "b" or "o"
you will need to create space for the letter to remain attached to the rest of the stencil. This will ensure the middles will stay intact. (See the "B"
example above.) Place stencil on ground and use tape to secure it. You can also use the extra hands. Use spray chalk as directed. Let the chalk
dry before removing the stencil or the hands. 

#CHALKTHEWALK

https://www.testors.com/product-catalog/testors-brands/spray-chalk/spray-chalk-cans-and-kits?utm_id=go_cmp-9909091430_adg-103341527431_ad-432236294873_kwd-19810581601_dev-c_ext-_prd-_sig-Cj0KCQjwv7L6BRDxARIsAGj-34o4-rbE1HPqeTdv5PtKPY7KOYjiYwFSxHfUdAyPXj5aUeFAPcQcBigaAqH6EALw_wcB&gclid=Cj0KCQjwv7L6BRDxARIsAGj-34o4-rbE1HPqeTdv5PtKPY7KOYjiYwFSxHfUdAyPXj5aUeFAPcQcBigaAqH6EALw_wcB
https://www.montana-cans.com/en/spray-cans/montana-spray-paint/chalk-400ml-marking-spray/montana-chalk-400ml

